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Brief Report

Inflammatory Pseudotumor of the Lung

Variable Clinical Presentation and Therapeutic Approach

*Sonia De Weerdt, M.D., *†Marc Noppen, M.D., *L. Remels, M.D., and *W. Vincken, M.D.

*Respiratory Division, †Interventional Bronchoscopic Clinic, Academic Hospital AZ-VUB, Brussels, Belgium

Abstract: Inflammatory pseudotumors are rare benign lung
tumors. Two cases of inflammatory pseudotumors with differ-
ent clinical presentations (one intrapulmonary, one endobron-
chial) are described. Diagnostic and therapeutic options are
reviewed. Cryotherapy is proposed as a possible treatment of

endobronchial inflammatory pseudotumors. Key Words: In-
flammatory pseudotumor of the lung—Cryotherapy—
Treatment—Endobronchial.
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Inflammatory pseudotumors (IPT) of the lung consti-
tute 0.7% of all lung tumors.1 Because of their large
variety in histologic presentation (variable mixtures of
mesenchymal and inflammatory cells),2 and based on the
predominant cell type present, these tumors have been
reported under several alternative names,3 among them
plasma cell granuloma, inflammatory myofibroblastic tu-
mor, inflammatory myofibrohistiocytic proliferation,
myofibroblastoma, and xanthoma.

IPT of the lung are usually benign. Some cases, how-
ever, have been reported, with extension into the medi-
astinum, large vessels, thoracic vertebra,4–6 and with re-
currence after resection.

In this article, we report two different clinical presen-
tations of inflammatory pseudotumors of the lung and
review diagnostic and therapeutic options. We also in-
troduce cryotherapy as a possible new therapeutic mo-
dality in endobronchially located inflammatory pseudo-
tumors of the lung.

CASE REPORTS

Patient 1

A 71-year-old man, known since 1996 to have chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and with a his-

tory of pericarditis, alcoholic liver steatosis, essential hy-
pertension, and prostate carcinoma stage T2G1 treated
with radiotherapy and transurethral resection in 1998,
was seen in September 2001 with persistent cough. He
did not report hemoptysis, chest pain, anorexia, or weight
loss. He had smoked 25 pack-years but gave up smoking
12 years ago. Clinical examination was normal.

Pulmonary function tests showed airway obstruction
with an FEV1/FVC ratio of 53% and a FEV1 of 1.73 L
(56% of predicted), which was partially reversible after
inhalation of salbutamol. Lung volumes and diffusion
capacity were normal. The diagnosis of COPD was re-
affirmed. Sputum cultures were negative. Chest radio-
graph, however, showed a mass in the right axillary re-
gion. CT scan of the thorax showed centrilobular em-
physema and a homogeneous mass of 6 × 4 cm in the
right axillary region corresponding to the mass seen on
chest radiograph (Fig. 1). Bronchoscopy showed an in-
flammatory and hemorrhagic tracheobronchial mucosa
but no endobronchial tumor. CT-scan guided transtho-
racic needle biopsy of the tumor yielded inflammatory
tissue consisting of lymphocytes, plasma cells, and his-
tiocytes. Immunohistochemical staining results (CK7,
CK20, CD68, CD3, and CD20) were negative. The pa-
tient was diagnosed with inflammatory pseudotumor of
the lung.

At 2 months of follow-up, chest radiograph showed a
decrease in volume of the mass (Fig. 2). Follow-up was
continued, but no therapeutic intervention is planned as yet.
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Patient 2

The second patient is a 69-year-old woman with he-
moptysis. She reported a persistent cough during the pre-
vious 5 months with purulent sputum and fever up to
39°C, despite several treatments with different types of
antibiotics. Furthermore, there was a weight loss of 10 kg
in the last 5 months. Her past history was uneventful; she
had never smoked and was treated with a benzodiazepine
sleeping pill and estriol supplements only. Clinical ex-
amination showed a very thin woman (49 kg for 159 cm),
with a temperature of 37.6°C. Lung auscultation showed
slightly diminished breath sounds at the right base.

Laboratory findings showed leukocytosis (15,000
WBC/mm3) with 87% neutrophils and a thrombocytosis
of 504,000/mm3. CRP was 223.7 mg/L (normal, <0.1
mg/L). Sputum cultures were negative for aerobic and
anaerobic bacteria, fungi, and Mycobacteria. Chest ra-
diograph showed a homogeneous triangular consolida-
tion of the right middle lobe and a very small pleural
effusion at the same side (Fig. 3). The diagnosis of
middle lobe pneumonia was withheld, and intravenous
antibiotics (amoxicillin and clavulanic acid 4 × 1 g/day)

were started. Because of the persistent character of the
symptoms and because of the weight loss, additional di-
agnostic studies were performed.

CT scan of the thorax confirmed the homogeneous
consolidation, but failed to show other lesions or medi-
astinal lymphadenopathies. Bronchoscopy, however,
showed a 90% stenosis of the middle lobe bronchus due
to an easily bleeding tumor. Pathologic examination
yielded the diagnosis of an inflammatory pseudotumor of
the lung. Bronchoscopic treatment with cryotherapy was
proposed because of the apparent high vascularization of
the tumor.7

By means of a rigid bronchoscopy, a rigid cryotherapy
probe (Erbe, Merchtem, Belgium) was introduced, and
the remaining tumor site (residual tumor after biopsy)
was treated with overlapping 3 × 30” applications of
cryotherapy8 (Fig. 4). Ten days after cryotherapy, chest
radiograph still showed a right middle lobe infiltrate.
Clean-up bronchoscopy was necessary to evacuate tissue
debris caused by cryotherapy and postobstructive pus. A
chest radiograph 2 months later was almost completely
normal. Bronchoscopy at that time showed a patent and
normal middle lobe bronchus (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

We present two cases of inflammatory pseudotumors
of the lung with highly variable clinical presentations
(one fortuitous finding, one postobstructive pneumonia),

FIG. 2. Chest X-ray showed a decrease in volume of the mass.

FIG. 1. CT scan of the thorax: mass of 6 cm x 4 cm in the right
axillary region.
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and accordingly different treatment approaches (one fol-
low-up, one endoscopic treatment); furthermore, this is
the first description of cryotherapy in the treatment of
inflammatory pseudotumors of the lung.

Inflammatory pseudotumors of the lung can occur at
all ages. They are the most common tumor-like lesions in
children. In adults, they usually occur in patients 70
years of age or older9 and are present equally in males
and females.10 In 40% to 70%11 of the cases, as in our
first patient, these tumors are asymptomatic12,13 and are
a fortuitous finding on chest radiograph.14 Nonspecific
respiratory symptoms such as cough, shortness of breath,
dyspnea, haemoptysis,15 chest pain, and recurrent respi-
ratory infections16 can occur. More general symptoms
are loss of appetite accompanied by weight loss and fever.

The pathogenesis of this entity is obscure.17 The ma-
jority of investigators consider this tumor to be the con-
sequence of an excessive inflammatory repair process.
The cause of this excessive inflammatory process re-
mains uncertain.18 Bacterial (Coxiella burnetii, Myco-
plasma pneumoniae, Rhodococcus equi, Mycobacte-
ria),11 viral (Ebstein-Barr virus), and fungal infections
have been reported, but none have been proven causal.
Other causes of damage have also been suggested, such
as surgery, trauma, and foreign objects.19,20

Laboratory findings usually are unremarkable, but hy-
pergammaglobulinemia involving IgG, IgA, and IgM an-
tibodies, an elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and
a pronounced thrombocytosis have been noted. The high

FIG. 3. Chest X-ray: triangular consolidation of the right middle
lobe and a very small pleural effusion at the same side.

FIG. 4. Remaining tumor treated by cryotherapy during rigid
bronchoscopy.

FIG. 5. Control chest X-ray 2 months after treatment: almost
completely normalized.
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immunoglobulin levels are reversible when the tumor is
removed, which may suggest a secretory function of the
tumor, although the increased levels could be a response
to the lesion itself.15

Chest radiography usually shows a solitary, periph-
eral, well-circumscribed, round, slightly lobulated nod-
ule or mass of variable diameter.21 In some cases, mul-
tiple parenchymal nodules are seen. Calcification and
cavitation can be present.12 Occasionally, a mediastinal
mass, mediastinal lymphadenopathies, a pleural mass, or
pleural effusion are found.22,18 The pleural effusion is
usually an exudate with high levels of protein and lactate
dehydrogenase and a moderate number of leukocytes. In
rare cases, lobar atelectasis is found.23

Bronchoscopy is useful in detecting endobronchial or
endotracheal locations.14 CT-scan features are variable
and nonspecific and usually demonstrate a mass of het-
erogeneous density. MR imaging shows intermediate
signal intensity on T1-weighed images and high signal
intensity on T2-weighed images.18 F-labeled fluoro-
2deoxy-D-glucose and rubidium-82 PET scans both re-
veal an intense tracer uptake of these tumors, demon-
strating a high degree of metabolic activity and increased
perfusion.24

Inflammatory pseudotumors symptomatically and ra-
diologically mimic malignant neoplasm, but are usually
easily distinguished from malignancy upon routine his-
topathology at least when biopsy specimens are large
enough. Occasionally, however, the proliferating spindle
cells may histopathologically mimic sarcoma, particu-
larly on small biopsy specimens and needle aspirations.
Immunocytochemistry (e.g., p53 suppressive gene muta-
tion presence) then may be necessary to exclude malig-
nancy.12

In most of the surgical literature, surgical excision is
considered the diagnostic and therapeutic procedure of
choice:11,13,18,21–23 lobectomy yields cure rates in up to
95% of cases, whereas simple enucleation has higher
recurrence rates.25 Although surgery is usually per-
formed when the preoperative diagnosis is inconclusive,
in our opinion, CT-scan–guided transthoracic needle bi-
opsy is, when feasible, a good and less invasive diagnos-
tic procedure. Moreover, it is probable that in some cases
surgery is unnecessary in IPT since spontaneous regres-
sion has been described.26

Radiotherapy and steroids4 also have been used in
three clinical settings: incomplete surgical resection,
postoperative recurrence, and patients not suitable for
operation.13 Experience with radiotherapy and steroids
are limited, but both success and failure have been de-
scribed.

Chemotherapy has been used to treat multifocal le-

sions and recurrence,10 but seems to be of little benefit.26

Considering that inflammatory pseudotumors may be
caused by, or associated with, chronic bacterial infec-
tions, treatment with antibiotics could be another thera-
peutic option and has been used successfully in some
cases.27 Our second patient was treated with intravenous
antibiotics prior to treatment with cryotherapy, which
may explain why the endobronchial tumor already had
regressed, although spontaneous regression also has been
described.26 Our first patient also had spontaneous re-
gression of his IPT.

For endobronchial IPT, alternative therapies have been
used such as bronchotomy28 and laser endoscopic treat-
ment.25 Cryotherapy has, to our knowledge, never been
used to treat an endobronchial IPT. Since this treatment
is less invasive than surgery, it should be considered as a
therapeutic choice for endobronchial IPT.

Whatever the therapeutic choice, however, a long-
term follow-up is required since recurrence of these tu-
mors has been described many years after resection.13,3
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